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uf the mom cortccntration in the source under varying
conditions.

3 H, D PRODUCTION MECHANISMS
ANI) RESULTS

The mechanism for production of H is via the
dissociative attachment of slow (<2 eV) electrons to
vibrationallyexcited molecular hydrogen [HJv)], i.e.,

e,,OW+ H2(v) + H-+ H (1)

The initial production of H2(v). the precurser of H, is
generally accepted to be by excitation of ground state
hydrogen I&in the gas phase by fast eIectrons,i.e.,

Hz +ef=t + Hz(v) +ef.w (2)

It is the initial production of HJv) that is the limiting step
in the production of H.

Our novel cw H source takes advantage of observations
(in experiments not directly related to ion sources) that
copious quantities of&(v) are prcduced by recombmadve
resorption of two hydrogen atoms on a tantulum surface
(M) (the E1ey-Ridealreaction mechanism) i.e.,

H(g) + H(ads)M + H2(v)(free) (3)

. where H(g)@ an atom in the gas phase and H (ads) is an
atom adsor6ed on a tantalum surface.

In order to produce HJv) via equation (3) we have
sputtered a thin layer of Ta on the imer surface of our ion
source. Our earlier experiments [3] used a bulk Ta liner
to the source, which, though effective in producingH ions
led to strong effects. NameIy, Ta like other transition
met.ds strongly absorbs hydrogen, which would
periodicallyescape the metal in large pressure bursts. Use
of a thin Ta film avoids this unwanted effec~ Also, in
order to prevent destruction of H by fast elechms in the
source the solenoids are centered over the microwave
window rather than over the center of the source. This
results in the”magnetic field diverging at the extraction
aperture and diverting hot ekctrons. Failure to do this
initially resulted in no H ions bchg extracted

Electrons necessarily extracted along with the negative
ions were removed from the beam prior to mass analysis
by a weak (-30 .Gauss) transverse magnetic field in fhc
region of the accel-decel electrodes. About 100 MA of
extracted electrons were collected on these electrodes.

Simple arguments show that if production of ~(v)
occurs via quation (2) (as previously generally believed),
then productionof H (D3 is proportional to [e], where[e]
is the electron density in the plasma whereas if it is via
equation (3) then H (D’)production is proportional to [e]’.
If one assumes that [e] is propxtional to microwave

power (as we can demonstrate for H“production), then
the H current will be proportional to (power)’. This is
indeed what we obsemed. shown in Fig. 2 below. thus
confirming a novel mechanism for production of H and
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Figure Z Log-log plot of H (D-) cunent extracted ilom
microwave driven (ECR) source vs. microwave power to
source. Plot indicates current is proportional to cube of
power and strongly supports the surface production of
~(v) hypothesis.

Based on the ratio of total H? extracted to H’ sampled
by the mass spectrometer in other experiments, we
estimate that a total H cmrent of 4-5 mA bciig extracted
tim the 5 mm diameter soume aperture.

A comparison of the performance of our H, IY ECR
source compared with the arc-driven CWDD source at
ANL, the previous IY cw current record holder, is shown
in the table below.

CWDDsomcclY 22MA 23mm 4 so@O w
mAfcma

Because of H.@, isotope effects, the production rate for
D- is generally-much lower than H, ‘often by a factor
greater than ten. This results from lIJv) production via
equation (2) Ieading to low vibratiomdly excited levels
from which the isotope effect is pronouncetL whereas
%(v) via equation (3) is expected to lead to populations of
high vibrationally excited levels flom which the isotope
effect can disappear. This is what we observe in our
experiments. Figure (2) shows H and D mass spectra
obtained under identical experimental conditions where
the cw ion currenrs are represented bv the areas of the
peaks and are essentially the same
Indicatinglittle or no isotopeeffcc~
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Figure 3: Mass spectra of H~ and D/D2 extracted flom
modified microwave driven (ECR) ion source. Spectra
obtained under identical source conditions (power,
density, etc.) shows no isotope effect for H D production.
A fust for w ~ of source.
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